“THE BENEFITS OUTWEIGH THE RISKS!”
I’ve heard their song before,
with so-called “proofs” galore:
“The benefits outweigh the risks!”
They’re singing it once more.
Supporters have been polled
through media controlled:
“The benefits outweigh the risks!
Believe it! You’ve been told!”
As maimed or crippled cry
and caskets pile high,
the benefits outweigh the risks,
unless you chance to die.
The info-wars are loud—
both sides are “sure” and proud.
But “benefits outweigh the risks!”
wraps freedom in a shroud.
All sectors feel the chains:
“NO CHOICE!”—coercion reigns,
as “benefits outweigh the risks!”
assures Big Pharma’s gains.
While potions come and go,
the perpetrators know
that “benefits outweigh the risks!”
defines who runs the show.
— David L. Hatton, 11/11/2021 (Veterans Day)*
*I was vaccinated. My choice. But testimonies of those suffering morbid effects from vaccines are
always squelched by a business-controlled media. Politics leading to State-enforced universal
vaccination—despite anyone’s choice not to trust the benefits at the price of the risks—is clearly
coercive, as clearly as in all the totalitarian regimes of history. But who learns from history? And who,
these days, cherishes the liberties fought for and preserved at the cost of our veterans lives?
As an RN, again and again, I watched European countries call a halt to Big Pharma’s mistakes, always
about 2 full years before the USA did. No, our scientists weren’t ignorant... just silenced, until the
screams of those damaged by experimental medicine got too loud. Only then do doctors who parroted the
perennial “The benefits outweigh the risks!” slogan change their tune, hoping patients would forget their
previous participation in the “Newspeak” chorus, while they go on to mimic the next script issued by
Pharmaceutical Overlords. Orwell wasn’t wrong except on his date. Control of politics and media by Big
Business and special-group agendas has dominated the “trusted” news channels long before 1984.
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